Abstract. In this paper, we describe a framework for the management of semantic metadata that describe audiovisual content. The main objectives of this work are to provide a framework allowing enhanced retrieval performance and better user interfaces for audiovisual data, based on extensions of the well accepted international standards for the digital media, digital broadcasting and TV-Anytime domains like TV-Anytime and MPEG-7, as well as to provide an interoperability framework between TV-Anytime and MPEG-7 for the rapidly expanding set of interoperating digital library and interactive TV applications. The framework was developed in the context of the UP-TV project, which investigates TV-Anytime architectures and services. Our approach is ontologydriven, in the sense that we provide ontology based domain-specific extensions of the standards for describing multimedia content. Several aspects of the framework are based on the existence of ontologies. Our framework allows the creation of more efficient user interfaces for accessing content, better retrieval performance and better support in the indexing phase. It also provides compatibility in indexing between the two standards and interoperability for TV-Anytime and digital library applications supported by TV-Anytime servers. We have developed a domain-specific ontology (football games) to test our framework ideas and implementation. The developed ontology uses as primitive modelling elements those provided by the MPEG-7 metadata model. The mapping of the ontology to TV-Anytime metadata primitives is straightforward. We show in detail the concrete implementation of the framework on top of relational databases and its interfaces with the other system components.
Introduction
We are witnessing the last few years increasing cooperation (and sometimes merging) of computer, home electronics, software, broadcasting and audiovisual information provision industries. Some of the more popular scenarios offered to users include digital audiovisual libraries [8] , [11] , [6] , video on demand services [3] [16] [17] [19] and recently TV-Anytime services [15] . The simpler TV-Anytime scenario foresees that future TVs will be equipped with a processor and large, inexpensive disk storage devices that will be capable of selecting on a continuous basis broadcasted digital TV programs for the user to see on his spare time, according to his personal interests (profile). More recently, the TV-Anytime consortium emphasizes also an open home TV platform with Internet connection capabilities, as well as high-speed access to TV-Anytime Servers, which have expanded program-capturing capabilities. The server may also offer additional digital library services, thus integrating TV-Anytime, digital library and video on demand services.
As we move from the simpler traditional multimedia services to the more advanced ones, content-based retrieval, either directly from the user or in a way transparent to him, becomes a dominant factor for the success of such services, as it is needed in the different levels of interaction of the service provision system with the end-users. For example, a sports reporter might search among football match videos in a video library in order to retrieve videos of football matches where a certain player, e.g. Ronaldo, scores. On the other hand, an end-user might denote in his preference profile in a personalized TV environment that he would like all the goals of a football match to be recorded for him. While viewing them he may request to see some extracts of the goals of Ronaldo against the same team two years ago from the digital library of the server, as well as articles, comments, critics from reporters, pictures or other audiovisual material about him. In those cases, appropriate retrieval capabilities on the content of the audiovisual information are needed.
The requirements of the above use cases can be satisfied in a system, which stores semantic descriptions for the audiovisual information and provides semantic-based search capabilities on the information content. The semantic descriptions are in fact semantic metadata for the content of the audiovisual information -that is, data describing the content of the audiovisual information. The descriptors may refer to the whole multimedia content or to parts of the content (segments). To guarantee interoperability in complex application environments as the ones above, it is of outmost importance to adhere to international standards.
Widely accepted standards for audiovisual applications and content descriptions include MPEG-7 [18] and TV-Anytime [22] . MPEG-7 is a standard used for the description of multimedia and video metadata that defines a set of Description Schemes (DSs), essentially complex data types, which will be used to describe audiovisual content. MPEG-7 provides a set of description schemes rooted on the SemanticBase DS, which contain all the constructs needed for semantic content description. The TV-Anytime forum on the other hand, works on the specification of advanced TV broadcasting servers and TV clients that support personalized ubiquitous services. The TV-Anytime forum has been working on a metadata series, where the most visible parts of metadata are the attractors/descriptors or hyperlinks used in electronic program guides, or in Web pages. This information will be used from the end-users in order to decide whether or not to acquire a particular piece of content. In complex application environments as the above, the content of specific multimedia segments may have been described in either standard.
Before the establishment of standards, research on the semantic description of audiovisual data has been carried out in several models [1] [2] [9] [14] [6] some of which have been implemented in either prototype or real-world systems. During standard definition some research groups used the draft standards and fed their experience back to the standard definition process [20] [21] [12] . Some other systems have been based on specific standards, but there exists no interoperability support [13] [15] . It is very important that we base our research and development efforts on top of the existing standardization efforts (MPEG-7 and TV-Anytime) and that we seek to expand the retrieval functionality of these frameworks for application specific areas providing at the same time for the compatibility of the enhanced functionality.
Our approach to providing enhanced content-based retrieval in advanced audiovisual applications as the above is ontology 1 -driven. The modelling of the metadata for the description of audiovisual information is based on domain-specific ontologies and several aspects of the framework are based on these ontologies. The use of domain-specific ontologies significantly enhances retrieval performance in an open environment, since it guides the users on what is the language they can use to specify their content preferences, and it also guides the indexers and/or the automatic indexing mechanisms to provide legal content descriptions for specific content. The specification of the legal content descriptions in specific domains not only enhances the retrieval performance in the recall/precision sense, but also allows for better interactive interfaces between naive users and the system. It also enables the use of a better user interface metaphor for interactive TV which is based on selection from a list of allowed constructs and values, instead of inserting text with the help of the remote control. The systematic definition of domain-specific ontologies and their integration to MPEG-7 and TV-Anytime frameworks provides a standardized way of enhancing the functionality of those frameworks.
Newer Interactive TV trends as outlined also in the TV-Anytime forum foresee that the TV sets will be equipped not only with a large disk, but they will also have Internet connections which will allow enhanced TV-Anytime functionality through the connection of home TV-Anytime servers with last mile connections and also allow functionality for users on the move. This expanded TV-Anytime functionality imposes interoperability requirements for TV-Anytime with other audiovisual and digital library standards, like MPEG-7. For example, last mile servers may provide additional archival audiovisual information in MPEG-7, which has been produced by other information providers (Web etc.). In our framework, compatibility and interoperability between the standards is maintained since the same ontology is mapped to be used for the extension of both standards. The retrieval or filtering mechanisms can easily map the preferences of the user (which are also described using the ontology) to both the MPEG-7 and the TV-Anytime metadata representations and achieve enhanced retrieval.
In this paper we describe the framework we have developed for the management of semantic metadata used for the content-based description of audiovisual information. The design of the framework is based on existing, widely accepted standards in the Digital TV and TV broadcasting domains, namely MPEG-7 and TV-Anytime. The framework provides "dual" support, in the sense that it provides pure TV-Anytime functionality as well as pure MPEG-7 functionality, on top of two different repositories, populated consistently using the same annotation tool. This work has been done in the context of the UP-TV project 2 . The proposed approach can be used in any environment where the need for a detailed description of audiovisual material exists.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we provide an outline of our framework, while in section 3 we refer to our model for the representation of content-description metadata and the ontology we have developed for the annotation of football match videos. The semantic base, where semantic metadata are stored, is described in section 4, while the metadata annotation component we have developed and the API for the support of advanced semantic-based queries are described in sections 5 and 6 respectively. In section 7 we present the conclusions of our work and a brief description of our future research in this area.
Framework Description
In this section we provide an outline of the framework we developed for the management of semantic metadata for audiovisual information. The architecture of our framework is depicted in Fig. 1 . A set of core metadata entities defined in the Semantic part of MPEG-7 that can be used for the annotation of any video program comprise the first layer of our model, while for specific categories of video content appropriate ontologies are defined. The ontology entities and the relationships among them comprise the second layer of our model [20] , [21] . 2. The definition of ontologies for specific subject domains that implement the second layer of our model. The ontologies are represented using MPEG-7 syntax and constructs. We have developed and integrated an ontology for football matches in order to test our framework ideas. We will expand the capabilities of our system with other domain-specific ontologies in the future (e.g. news).
3. The implementation of a Semantic Base (on top of a relational database) for the metadata information management. The database schema encapsulates our core model as well as the supported ontologies. In fact, the database schema is MPEG-7 compliant. 4. The implementation of a Metadata Annotation Component for the population of the semantic base. The component has been integrated with the segmentation tool developed by MUSIC/TUC in the context of the UP-TV project. For each video program, as well as for the video segments defined in a video program, the annotation component is used for the definition of the corresponding metadata items. Then, the metadata items are stored in the semantic base. The semantic base also stores references from the metadata items to the corresponding programs and/or segments. In addition, sets of keywords that are automatically inferred from the metadata items are produced. These keywords are used for the annotation of the video programs and the video segments defined as their parts and are stored in a TV-Anytime compliant database together with the segmentation metadata. 5. The implementation of an API (Application Programmer's Interface) that permits, in addition to the simple keyword search capabilities provided by the TV-Anytime compliant database, advanced semantic-based queries. The API methods make use of the semantic metadata stored in the semantic base, thus the queries posed can be more accurate as far as it concerns the desired properties of the query results. From the above, it is obvious that the end-user may search among the programs and segments in our system either via simple keyword (or keyword phrase) searches or using more complex, accurate and expressive semantic searches. As the later is difficult to be supported in a TV environment, the searches will be posed using certain search templates that will be easily filled with a TV interaction device (e.g. remote control). We must note here that the semantic search interfaces are based on the ontologies present in the system.
All the framework components have been implemented in the Linux OS environment, using the MySQL database for the Semantic Base and the TV-Anytime compliant database. The Semantic Annotation Component has been implemented in java.swing. The ontology for the description of football matches is expressed using MPEG-7 syntax and constructs. The advanced search functions made available through the search API are implemented using JDBC on top of a relational database.
Semantic Metadata Model
In this section, we describe the model for the representation of content-description metadata for audiovisual information. As we have already mentioned it is compatible with the MPEG-7 and TV-Anytime standards. Both standards provide syntax and constructs for the definition of metadata items for the description of audiovisual content. We will provide an overview of the metadata models for both standards next.
In MPEG-7 a set of description schemes provides the complex data types needed for the semantic description of audiovisual content. The more important among the description schemes are:
SemanticBase DS: The abstract type SemanticBaseType is defined here. SemanticBaseType is the base type extended by other description schemes according to the needs for the description of semantic entities of specific types in a narrative world. SemanticBag DS and Semantic DS: Description schemes used for the description of collections of semantic entities. SemanticBagType is an abstract type, defined in the SemanticBag DS, extending SemanticBaseType, while SemanticType is defined in Semantic DS. SemanticType is concrete type, thus its instances are used for the representation of semantic entity collections. AgentObject DS: The actors that appear in an audiovisual segment are described here using the extensions of the abstract type AgentObjectType that extends SemanticBaseType. Actors in general are represented using the AgentType, an abstract type extending AgentObjectType defined in the Agent DS. PersonType, OrganizationType and PersonGroupType extend AgentType, are defined correspondingly in the Person DS, the Organization DS and the PersonGroup DS and are used for the representation of persons (e.g. a football player), organizations (e.g. a football team) and groups of persons. Object DS: The ObjectType defined here extends SemanticBaseType and is used for the description of objects and object abstractions in the material world (e.g. the ball in a football match). Event DS: The EventType defined here extends SemanticBaseType and is used for the description of events that take place in a semantic world (e.g. a goal).
ConceptDS:
The ConceptType defined here extends SemanticBaseType and is used for the description of concepts present in an audiovisual segment (e.g. cooperation).
SemanticState DS:
The SemanticStateType defined here extends SemanticBaseType and is used for the description of a state of the world described in an audiovisual segment and the parametric description of its features (e.g. the score in a football match before and after a goal). SemanticPlace DS: The SemanticPlaceType defined here extends SemanticBaseType and is used for the description of a place in a semantic world (e.g. Athens).
SemanticTime DS:
The SemanticTimeType defined here extends SemanticBaseType and is used for the description of semantic time (e.g. Easter). An important attribute, useful for the support of ontologies, is defined in SemanticBaseType and is inherited in all its extensions: AbstractionLevel. AbstractionLevel is of type AbstractionLevelType. It has only one attribute, Dimension, of non-negative integer type. When AbstractionLevel is not present in a semantic description, the description refers to specific audiovisual material. When AbstractionLevel is present, abstraction exists in the description. When the Dimension of AbstractionLevel is 0, there exists a description of a semantic entity (e.g. the football player Ronaldo) that is related to every audiovisual segment where the entity appears. When AbstractionLevel has a non-zero Dimension, it specifies classes for the description of abstract semantic entities. The bigger the Dimension of AbstractionLevel, the more extended the abstraction in the description (e.g. Ronaldo is an instance of the "football player" class with AbstractionLevel.Dimension=1, while "football player" is an instance of the "person" class with AbstractionLevel.Dimension=2).
The TV-Anytime standard provides, through the TV-Anytime metadata series, the TV-Anytime metadata system for enabling the consumer to find, navigate and manage content from a variety of internal and external sources including, for example, enhanced broadcast, interactive TV, Internet and local storage. It defines a standard way to describe consumer profiles including search preferences to facilitate automatic filtering and acquisition of content by agents on behalf of the consumer.
As far as it concerns semantic metadata describing audiovisual programs and segments, they are related to the types BasicContentDescriptionType and BasicSegmentDescriptionType respectively. These types include the following common description elements:
Title: A title given to the segment or program. There can be multiple titles for a segment or program. Synopsis: A textual description of the segment or program content. Keywords: Important words or phrases, describing the content of the segment or program.
RelatedMaterial: References to external material, related to the content of the segment or program. It is obvious from the above that the main mechanism in the TV-Anytime metadata system that could be used for semantic content description is the use of keywords or keyword phrases. Taking advantage of this mechanism, it would be possible to support a keyword-based information retrieval mechanism, similar to a Web search engine. The experience from the search engines shows that such a mechanism has limited performance (precision/recall).
In the digital TV environment we have additional problems due to the interface limitations (lack of keyboard, limited resolution). Instead of an interface that allows the user to select letters to form keywords, an interface that provides a set of application-specific search templates has been implemented.
In our framework we define domain-specific ontologies compatible with the standards. We integrate these ontologies in our databases. The indexers (people responsible for providing metadata for indexing the segments of the audiovisual content) use terms and relationships from the controlled vocabulary with the precise semantics that the ontology contains to do the indexing. In this work they may use the PC interfaces. The users on the other hand, utilize TV-based interfaces. However these interfaces guide the users to select from an existing set of items and relationships through templates and selection mechanisms that guarantee faster interaction and better retrieval performance.
We have dual support, for both MPEG-7 and TV-Anytime in our framework:
We maintain a Semantic Base where semantic metadata for the description of the content of audiovisual information are stored. We have chosen to define the core entities as restrictions of the corresponding MPEG-7 entities, as the MPEG-7 definitions cannot be fully exploited in a TV-Anytime like environment, while they make the system much more complicated. Thus, the Semantic Base is MPEG-7 compliant. The Semantic Base is described in detail in section 4. A TV-Anytime compliant database is used for the storage of segmentation information annotated with keywords that describe the segment contents. The keywords in the TV-Anytime database have been inferred from the semantic metadata stored in the Semantic Base. The inference is based on the knowledge encapsulated in domain-specific ontologies and a set of rules stored in the Semantic Base. Each rule is a template, which produces a keyword phrase for each relationship (e.g. for a goal scored by Ronaldo is produced the keyword phrase "Ronaldo scores"). In addition, independent keywords corresponding to the metadata items related to the video segment are stored in the TV-Anytime database (e.g. "Ronaldo" and "goal" for a goal scored by Ronaldo). This approach is compliant with the TV-Anytime forum policies, as the forum moves to the support of servers that provide added value services together with the standard TV-Anytime functionality.
Ontology for the description of Football Matches
In order to evaluate our framework, we have defined an ontology for the description of football matches. The entities of the ontology and the relationships among them comprise the second layer of our video metadata model. The definition of the ontology is based on the rules of FIFA (the international organization responsible for the definition of football rules) [7] .
We defined our ontology using MPEG-7 syntax and constructs. Thus, we use the mechanism provided by MPEG-7 for the definition of abstract semantic entities, the use of AbstractionLevel. An MPEG-7 compliant XML document contains the entities of interest that have been defined.
In the following paragraphs, the representation of time periods, places, actor roles and events in a football match are described.
Time. Abstract time entities, referring to the time periods in a football match are defined in our ontology. The part-of hierarchy of the ontology terms for the time periods of a football match is shown in Fig. 3 .
As shown in Fig. 3 As shown in Fig. 5, a 
Fig. 5. The ontology terms for the teams participating in a football match
Events. The events that take place in a football match are specified in the FIFA rules [7] . An event may fall in one of 3 categories: Referee Actions, Game Actions and Miscellaneous. We implement them in our model as MPEG-7 Event instances (AbstractionLevel=2). As the events are too many (123) to fit in a diagram, their names and the category that each one falls are listed in Table 1 . 
Semantic Base
In this section we describe the Semantic Base maintained in our framework for the storage of the metadata describing audiovisual information. The Semantic Base is implemented on top of a MySQL relational database. The schema of the underlying database depicts our core model and is MPEG-7 compliant. Thus, the entities represented in the Semantic Base are the MPEG-7 types described in section 3. The database tables that represent these entities are shown in Fig. 6 .
In addition, in the Semantic Base information related to the audiovisual segments but not contained in them (e.g. the age of a player) is stored. This information is stored in the tables Person, Organization, PersonGroup, State, Place and Time. These tables are shown in brief in Fig. 7 .
Due to its semantic content, the Semantic Base can support much more powerful queries than those supported by a keyword only based annotation system. 
Semantic Annotation Component
The semantic metadata stored in the Semantic Base are created during the segmentation process and are related to certain audiovisual programs and segments. Thus, the segmentation process includes a metadata creation process. For this reason, we have implemented in java.swing the Semantic Annotation Component, which is used, as a component of a segmentation tool, by the metadata creators, who are responsible for the appropriate (manual or semiautomatic) segmentation and metadata description of the programs.
When the metadata creation finishes, a set of segments, annotated with appropriate keywords or keyword phrases is inserted in the TV-Anytime compliant segment base and a set of metadata items describing them is inserted in the semantic base. The metadata items in the Semantic Base reference the corresponding programs and/or segments. The keywords and the keyword phrases for a segment are produced in an automated way from the metadata that correspond to the segment in order to achieve TV-Anytime compatibility. The metadata creation process is guided, for each kind of audiovisual program, by the appropriate ontology.
The use case diagram of Fig. 8 depicts the usage scenario of the semantic annotation component for the annotation of football match audiovisual programs and segments. As is shown there, the person responsible for the segmentation process (Segmenter) uses a segmentation tool in order to define the video program segments. Segment definition includes segment annotation, thus the semantic annotation component is used as part of the segmentation tool 3 .
Fig. 8. Use Case diagram of the Semantic Annotation Component
The first task of the segmenter is the selection of the appropriate ontology for the segment annotation (the "soccer ontology" is selected for football matches). Then, the tournament to which the current match belongs is selected. If the tournament doesn't exist, a new tournament is defined and selected. After tournament selection, the football match is selected. Again, if the match doesn't exist it is first defined. The match is associated with the participating teams and each team is associated with its coach. All the non-existent entities are defined. Then, for each notable event in the segment an appropriate event instance is created. The event is associated with the appropriate metadata items (e.g. a goal is associated with the scorer and the goalkeeper) after instantiating the non-existent ones. In Fig. 9 a goal event is defined.
Fig. 9. Goal definition
The semantic annotation component also permits the definition of semantic information for time points contained in a segment, thus enhancing the information retrieval capabilities provided.
The semantic information defined through the usage of the semantic annotation tool is in the form of an XML document. The XML document is then transformed, through the usage of an XSLT document [5] , in a set of SQL queries that insert in the semantic base the instances corresponding to the appropriate document elements.
Search API
As mentioned above, TV-Anytime allows only indexing based on keywords or keyword phrases. However, the pure TV-Anytime approach to specifying the content utilizing keywords and keyword phrases in addition to limiting the power of the retrieval language, has interoperability limitations that become apparent with the new evolutions in technology, standards and business models. The use of domain specific ontologies to limit the possible values of keywords in conjunction with the TVAnytime metadata alleviates two significant problems:
New TV-Anytime Forum trends emphasize the existence of servers that are connected with high capacity lines with homes and provide additional digital audiovisual channels, but also digital library functionality with multimedia content. This content may be structured according to the MPEG-7 standard to give high discriminatory power to users. It is highly possible that digital audiovisual information stored in the TV-Anytime server will also be used by other consumption channels, for example PCs or mobile devices (the later is a scenario also supported by the TV-Anytime Forum). It is also possible that digital audiovisual content will be transferred between servers to support users during travelling. In all the above scenarios high precision and recall of the retrieval mechanism is needed and the limitations of the TV interface do not exist. A more powerful than keyword based retrieval mechanism presents advantages.
To overcome these limitations, we have developed a search API containing functions that allow the user to pose powerful MPEG-7 queries if he wishes (simple keyword queries to support also TV-Anytime queries are a special case).
The API does not make any assumptions on the kind of the end-user equipment and interaction capabilities. The application through which the end-user interacts with the rest of the system uses a set of SQL queries that retrieve the IDs of the entities specified in the interface (e.g. retrieve the ID of the Person named "Ronaldo"). Thus, the search API can be used in different environments (e.g. TV, Web), with different user interaction capabilities (e.g. remote control vs. mouse and keyboard): In a TV interface a search template is presented, where only the missing words need to be filled from a list presented in the TV. In this case, the proper items are selected using the remote control. On the other hand, in the Web, a Java application that permits full user interaction will be provided.
The same API and set of interfaces can be used to interact and retrieve audiovisual contents described in both the database which supports the MPEG-7 standard and the database that supports the TV-Anytime standard, taking into account that both databases are based on domain-specific extensions of the standards which use the same ontology.
The API has been implemented in Java, using JDBC on top of a relational database. It is comprised of two functions that are capable of supporting queries that contain one or more criteria combined with the logical operators AND and OR. More specifically, the API functions are:
(informationID informationType semanticID)+), where:
The first argument denotes the operator (AND/OR) used for the combination of the different criteria expressed in the rest of the query. The argument can appear at most once and may be omitted if there is only one criterion. The second argument is a set of triplets that describe the query terms, that is the metadata items that must be related to the query results: informationID is the id of the item, informationType is the type of the item and semanticID is the role of the item. There must appear at least one triplet in a query. The "null" value should be used when we don't want to set a criterion for any part of the triplet. This function permits queries that retrieve audiovisual segments related to specific metadata items. No relationships among the metadata can be defined, while the query terms may be combined using the AND and OR logical operators.
In Table 2 we present examples of queries expressed using GetSegmentA, where we assume that the informationID of the person named "Ronaldo" is 1 and the informationID of the person named "Rivaldo" is 2.
Query Description in Free Text
GetSegmentA(1 Person null)
"Give me the segments where Ronaldo appears" (not only as a player!)
GetSegmentA(1 Person player-obj)
"Give me the segments where the player Ronaldo appears"
GetSegmentA(AND, (1 Person playerobj) (null Event goal-event))
"Give me the segments where the player Ronaldo appears and a goal is scored" (the scorer may be any player)
GetSegmentA(OR, (1 Person playerobj) (2 Person player-obj))
"Give me the segments where the players Ronaldo or Rivaldo appear" The first argument is a triplet that describes the main query term that is a metadata item related to the other ones: informationID is the id of the item, informationType is the type of the item and semanticID is the role of the item. The second argument denotes the operator (AND/OR) used for the combination of the query terms expressed in the rest of the query. The argument can appear at most once and may be omitted if no query terms follow. The third argument is a set of quadruplets that describe the query terms that are related to the main query term: informationID is the id of the item, informationType is the type of the item, semanticID is the role of the item and relationType is the type of the relationship of the current item with the main query term. There can appear any number of quadruplets in a query. The "null" value should be used when we don't want to set a criterion for any part of the quadruplet. This function permits queries that retrieve audiovisual segments that relate to a specific metadata item that is the main query term. The main query term may be related, through specific relationships, to the other metadata items (including the information related to them that is not present in the described audiovisual segment, a feature of special interest in Digital Library environments).
In Table 3 we present examples of queries expressed using GetSegmentA, where we assume that the informationID of the person named "Ronaldo" is 1 and the informationID of the person named "Kahn" is 3. We also assume that the Greek citizenship has citizenshipID 1.
GetSegmentB(null null goal-event AND 1 Person player-obj hasCauserOf)
"Give me the segments where the player Ronaldo scores" "Give me the segments where a player with Greek citizenship appears" Table 3 . Examples of queries expressed using GetSegmentB
The combination of the above functions (through the union or intersection of the results of more than one queries) can support even more complex queries. Thus, powerful queries in several platforms can be supported. The integration of the API to the end-user applications remains a challenge, especially in the Digital TV environment.
Conclusions -Future Work
We have described a framework for the management of semantic metadata used for the description of audiovisual information. Metadata modelling is based on domainspecific ontologies and several aspects of the framework are based on these ontologies. Our framework provides interoperability and "dual" support for both MPEG-7 and TV-Anytime in order to capture the needs of the evolving digital multimedia applications and architectures. This support is provided through the maintenance of two information repositories, an MPEG-7 compliant Semantic Base and a TV-Anytime compliant database.
The Semantic Base maintenance permits the support of advanced queries based on the semantic base contents, which allows better content description and retrieval performance. In addition, it allows better user interfaces, especially user interfaces based on list selection, which are more appropriate for interactive TV. This support can be exploited, through the Search API that we have implemented. The API can facilitate retrieval in TV-Anytime, digital video libraries, video on demand and integrated application environments.
Our current work in this area includes: Investigation of system performance and automatic adaptation oriented aspects in the ontology-driven framework.
The deployment of the framework in order to provide automatic (or semiautomatic) abstractions of the audiovisual content, based on the corresponding semantic information stored in the semantic base and the domain specific ontologies. Experimentation with the retrieval performance (precision vs. recall) of queries aiming to retrieve the same audiovisual content on top of both the TV-Anytime compliant database and the Semantic Base. Investigation of domain specific fuzzy query and user interface aspects. Methodology and system development for semi-automatic creation of MPEG-7 metadata descriptions from the TV-Anytime descriptions. Since MPEG-7 descriptions encode more semantics, a single TV-Anytime description may correspond to more than one MPEG-7 descriptions. The definition of ontologies for other application domains (e.g. news) and the adaptation of existing ones in order to enhance the capabilities of our system. Complexity and cost for these tasks will be investigated.
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